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URBAN AGENDA FOR THE EU – STATE OF PLAY OF THE ACTIONS

DIGITAL TRANSITION PARTNERSHIP

KADRI JUSHKIN, VERONIKA MANOVA
Ministry of Finance, Estonia and City of Sofia
ACTION 2- DIGITAL NEIGHBOURHOOD INSTRUMENT

- PILOT PROJECTS FOR SPACES PROVIDING ASSISTANCE AND DIGITAL SKILLS
- BOOKLET WITH LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE PILOTS
ACTION 4- USER-CENTRIC E-GOVERNMENT

- Digital Services for Europe: Practical Strategy Towards Citizen-Centred Services - Instrument for Ministers, Mayors & CDO's to Build a National/Local Strategy
- Testing the Implementation of the Strategy in 5 Living Labs (Hamburg (DE), Kutina (HR), Split (HR), Netherlands, +1)
- Mapping of Level of Digitalisation in EU (State/City)
- Electronic Tool to Help Implement Local/National Digital Strategy
ACTION 9- ROADMAP TO MYDATA

• MAKE THE LINK BETWEEN MYDATA AND PUBLIC POLICY
• SWOT ANALYSIS FOR MYDATA IN CITIES (6 CITY CASES + TEMPLATE)
• ROADMAP FOR MYDATA IN CITIES ELABORATED
• EXPERIMENTING AND PROMOTING CHANGE!
ACTION 13- CO-CREATING A BUSINESS MODEL APPROACH FOR CITIES

• WHITE PAPER ON BUSINESS MODEL APPROACH FOR CITIES ON DIGITALIZATION

• ELECTRONIC TOOL FOR A CITY BUSINESS MODEL TO EXPLOIT OPPORTUNITIES FROM DIGITALIZATION (1ST VERSION AVAILABLE)

• SEVERAL SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES AND PRESENTATIONS ON THE TOPIC

• THE CITY OF OULU IS WORKING ON A PROJECT TO PUT THE BUSINESS MODEL APPROACH INTO PRACTICE
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